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Borrow info across databases via
Bayesian hierarchical modeling?
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Penalized vs. Bayesian sparse regression
Under Bayes, data  and  inform unknown  via:y X β

πpost(β | y, X) ∝ L(y | X, β) πprior(β).



Penalized vs. Bayesian sparse regression
Using prior is analogous to placing penalty on :

where .

β

β̂ = argminβ{− log L(y | X, β) + pen(β)}

pen(β)  ‘‘=" − log πprior(β)



Penalized vs. Bayesian sparse regression
Using prior is analogous to placing penalty on :

where .

Example: Bridge prior 

β

β̂ = argminβ{− log L(y | X, β) + pen(β)}

pen(β)  ‘‘=" − log πprior(β)

 πprior(βj | τ) ∝ τ −1 exp( − |βj/τ|
α)



"Bayes doesn't scale"?
Bayesians often rely on Monte Carlo simulation, drawing

and use  to quantify the posterior.

β(1), … , β(M) ∼ πpost( ⋅ | y, X),

M
−1 ∑

m
δβ(m)(⋅)



"Bayes doesn't scale"?
Bayesians often rely on Monte Carlo simulation, drawing

and use  to quantify the posterior.

This computation can be prohibitively expensive.

β(1), … , β(M) ∼ πpost( ⋅ | y, X),

M
−1 ∑

m
δβ(m)(⋅)
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"Bayes doesn't scale"
Example: Compare alt. treatments for atrial-fibrillation,
blood anti-coagulants dabigatran and warfarin.

Objective: Study relative risk of gastrointestinal bleeding.

 patients,  27.3% dabigatran users

 covariates

n = 72,489

p = 22,175
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Example: Compare alt. treatments for atrial-fibrillation,
blood anti-coagulants dabigatran and warfarin.

Objective: Study relative risk of gastrointestinal bleeding.

 patients,  27.3% dabigatran users

 covariates

Computing time: With the previous state-of-the-art,

Propensity score model

  — 106 hours for 5,500 iterations,

Outcome model with subgroup-effect interactions

  — 212 hours for 11,000 iterations.

n = 72,489

p = 22,175
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Objective: Study relative risk of gastrointestinal bleeding.

 patients,  27.3% dabigatran users

 covariates

Computing time: With the new algorithm,

Propensity score model

  — 11.4 hours (9.3-fold speedup) for 5,500 iterations,

Outcome model with subgroup-effect interactions

  — 11.3 hours (18.8-fold speedup) for 11,000 iterations.
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p = 22,175



"Bayes doesn't scale"
Example: Compare alt. treatments for atrial-fibrillation,
blood anti-coagulants dabigatran and warfarin.

Objective: Study relative risk of gastrointestinal bleeding.

 patients,  27.3% dabigatran users

 covariates

Computing time: With the new algorithm + GPU,

Propensity score model

  — 0.62 hours (171-fold speedup) for 5,500 iterations,

Outcome model with subgroup-effect interactions

  — 0.61 hours (347-fold speedup) for 11,000 iterations.

n = 72,489

p = 22,175



New algorithm in Python's BayesBridge



bayesbridger: R wrapper based on reticulate
Set up Python environments,

library(bayesbridger)

configure_python(envname = "bayesbridge")

instantiate BayesBridge with data  and ,

model <- create_model(y, X)

prior <- create_prior(bridge_exponent=.25)

bridge <- instantiate_bayesbridge(model, prior)

and sample from the posterior!

gibbs_output <- gibbs(bridge, n_iter = 1000L, 

                      coef_sampler_type = "cg")

mcmc_samples <- gibbs_output$samples

y X



Thank you!


